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Abstract: As an important component of the smart grid, vehicle-to-grid (V2G) networks can deliver
diverse auxiliary services and enhance the overall resilience of electrical power systems. However,
V2G networks face two main challenges due to a large number of devices that connect to it. First,
V2G networks suffer from serious security threats, such as doubtful authenticity and privacy leakage.
Second, the efficiency will decrease significantly due to the massive requirements of authentica-
tion. To tackle these problems, this paper proposes a cross-domain authentication scheme for V2G
networks based on consortium blockchain and certificateless signature technology. Featuring decen-
tralized, open, and transparent transactions that cannot be tampered with, this scheme achieves good
performance on both security and efficiency, which proves to be suitable for V2G scenarios in the
smart grid.

Keywords: smart grid; vehicle-to-grid; cross-domain authentication; consortium blockchain;
certificateless; signature

1. Introduction

As the new generation of power grids, smart grids serve as a bridge for exchanging
information and allocating resources between customers and the grid, which can facilitate
the mutual flow of energy between them. To further address the temporal and spatial
imbalances of electricity in the power grid, as well as the issue of energy storage, smart
grids have introduced the technology of vehicle-to-grid (V2G) [1]. This technology enables
electric vehicles to supply electricity to the grid during peak hours, and to store energy
from the grid during off-peak hours, which can achieve bidirectional energy flow between
vehicles and the grid as well as mitigate the issue of power imbalance [2].

Despite the numerous benefits brought by V2G technology, the information is trans-
mitted through public channels when bidirectional communication occurs between electric
vehicles and the grid. However, this open network is susceptible to various cyber attacks,
potentially allowing adversaries to fully capture user information [3], including not only
the vehicle information like battery status and vehicle locations, but also the private in-
formation like home addresses and driving habits. After the privacy leakage, malicious
attackers may sell user identity information for profit, or masquerade as legitimate users
to freely access charging, discharging, or other services in V2G networks. In addition to
the security issues, communication efficiency is also a concern in V2G networks. Users
may, for various reasons such as business trips or tourism, drive electric vehicles to differ-
ent regions. Since the vehicle’s registration information is stored on local servers during
enrollment, cross-domain authentication is inevitable when the vehicle requests charging
or discharging services in a new area. The assistance of entities in the V2G network is
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needed for message transmission between different regions, thereby increasing the com-
munication burden. Therefore, due to the high mobility of vehicles in the V2G network,
the massive demands for cross-domain authentication are likely to significantly reduce the
communication efficiency.

It is obvious that security and efficiency are the two major focal points in the design of
authentication protocols for V2G [4–7], and the privacy-preserving authentication schemes
have been extensively researched. Raya and Hubaux [8] utilized anonymous certificates to
conceal the real identity of users, and suggested that each vehicle node stores anonymous
certificates to use different public–private key pairs in each authentication process. Similarly,
Sun et al. [9] proposed an efficient vehicle communication anonymous authentication
scheme based on certificates. Abdallah and Shen [10] proposed an authentication scheme
based on bilinear mapping technology, which achieved mutual authentication in V2G
networks, ensuring that the communicating peer entities have legitimate identities and can
effectively resist spoofing attacks. Shen et al. [11] proposed a key protocol that enabled
mutual authentication without revealing the user’s real identity. Eiza et al. [12] studied the
security and privacy issues in V2G networks using mobile IP communication, and proposed
a mobile agent IPv6 protocol by employing blind signatures based on the RSA algorithm
and incorporating built-in tag technology, which could also ensure the traceability for
vehicles. Roman et al. [13] proposed a pairing-based authentication protocol to ensure
the confidentiality of communication, protect the identity of vehicle users, and prevent
vehicles from being tracked by malicious attackers. Park et al. [14] proposed a dynamic
privacy-preserving and lightweight key negotiation protocol for V2G in SIoT, which was
capable of resisting attacks such as impersonation, offline password guessing, man-in-the-
middle, replay, and tracking. Su et al. [15] took the issues of an untrusted third-party in V2G
networks into consideration, and proposed a lightweight authentication protocol using
non-singular elliptic curves. Simultaneously, a secure two-party protocol was employed
for the negotiation of the system master key between third-party entities and the dispatch
center, preventing internal attacks. Secchi et al. [16] proposed a quadratic optimization
algorithm to mitigate fluctuations in power supply and demand caused by increasing
electric vehicles and photovoltaic penetration. Reddy et al. [17] suggested a lightweight
protocol for key agreement and mutual authentication between entities operating in a
V2G environment.

While the above schemes implement authentication between vehicles and grid servers
in different ways, many of them use algorithms based on public-key cryptography, lead-
ing to higher communication and computation costs. In addition, the design of vehicle
registration or authentication processes based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is cen-
tralized. With the continuous increase in authenticated vehicles, this will not only easily
result in issues such as increased load on authentication servers, prolonged authentication
delays, and difficulties in certificate management and storage, but also pose problems
of single points of failure and excessive power of trusted third-parties. To alleviate the
aforementioned issues, certificateless authentication schemes in V2G are gradually com-
ing into focus. In addition, blockchain, as a distributed database with excellent features
including decentralization, immutability, and anonymity, is gradually being integrated
into authentication frameworks in V2G. Aitzhan and Svetinovic [18] implemented secure
transaction verification in the energy trading process based on blockchain technology and
multi-signature mechanisms. Guan et al. [19] proposed an efficient data aggregation scheme
based on blockchain for the privacy protection of user electricity consumption in smart grids.
Garg et al. [20] proposed a blockchain-based hierarchical authentication mechanism, ensur-
ing mutual authentication between vehicles, charging stations, and servers based on elliptic
curve encryption algorithms. Wang et al. [21] proposed an efficient anonymous reward-
ing scheme based on blockchain, implementing security requirements in V2G networks
through ring signatures and encryption algorithms. Ali et al. [22] proposed a certificateless
public key signature scheme based on blockchain, but it involved a significant number
of bilinear pairing operations for signature verification, leading to a decrease in system
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performance. Patil et al. [23] proposed an authentication protocol based on blockchain
technology and physical unclonable function technology, which utilized smart contracts in
the blockchain to resist data tampering attacks.

Although the blockchain-based solutions mentioned above can achieve identity au-
thentication between different entities in V2G networks and resist common cyber attacks,
there are still issues such as low communication efficiency and privacy leakage during
entity authentication. In other words, it is challenging to simultaneously balance high
security and efficiency. Additionally, existing solutions address the issue of cross-domain
authentication between vehicles and servers in multiple regions in practical applications to
a lesser extent, and lack a systematic analysis of cross-domain authentication.

Therefore, we propose a cross-domain authentication scheme for V2G networks in
a smart grid system based on the consortium blockchain, UTXO mechanism, and cer-
tificateless signature technology that addresses common weaknesses of most existing
authentication schemes. In addition, as an important security process in which both the
client and the server verify each other’s identities before establishing a connection, mu-
tual authentication ensures that both parties involved are legitimate, reducing the risk
of unauthorized access or data breaches. In a typical scenario, the client presents their
credentials, and the server validates them. Then, these two entities exchange and repeat the
symmetric procedures mentioned above. If both checks pass, the connection is established.
In our proposed scheme, we achieve the mutual authentication between the electric vehicle
(client) and the charging station (server) by implementing some kinds of cryptographic
mechanisms like the message authentication code, negotiated session key, and hash value
comparison. Through this method, we can verify the identity legitimacy of these two semi-
trusted entities to maintain data security and message integrity in a symmetric manner.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• This paper formalizes the system model of V2G networks in a smart grid and elab-
orates the detailed process of cross-domain authentication in a systematic manner,
which includes two scenarios of individual verification and aggregated verification.

• The proposed scheme can achieve message integrity, user anonymity, and unlinkability,
as well as traceability through a theoretical analysis. In addition, our method is also
capable of resisting common attacks including a replay attack, tampering attack, and
impersonation attack, which can protect user privacy in an effective way.

• The proposed scheme precludes complex cryptographic operations like bilinear pair-
ings and map-to-point hash operations, and reduces redundant computational over-
head through aggregated signature verification, therefore achieving good performance
on computation efficiency through evaluation.

The rest of the paper is organized according to the outline given as follows: Section 2
reviews the preliminaries related to the proposed scheme. Section 3 introduces the system
model and security requirements in V2G networks. Section 4 gives the detailed steps of
the proposed scheme. Section 5 provides a theoretical analysis of the scheme in terms of
security. Section 6 presents the evaluation performance of the scheme on computation
efficiency. Section 7 discusses the real-world application and the potential privacy threats.
Finally, in Section 8, we make a conclusion about the proposed scheme.

2. Preliminaries

This section mainly introduces the background knowledge related to the proposed
cross-domain authentication scheme.

2.1. Mathematical Assumptions

We utilize elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), which was first proposed in [24], to
ensure the security of our authentication scheme. Based on ECC, Johnson et al. [25]
later formalized the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). Based on an
equivalent level of security, this algorithm can achieve higher security with shorter key
lengths. Therefore, it has found widespread application in the field of cryptography. There
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are several intractable problems in ECC, which are suitable for cryptographic purposes as
there is no polynomial algorithm to solve them efficiently by brute force within probabilistic
polynomial time.

1. Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm (ECDL) Problem [26]: Define an elliptic curve group G
of order q whose generator is P, where q is a large prime number. With the unknown
element a ∈ Z∗

q in the finite field, while given aP ∈ G and P, it is computationally
difficult to solve for a within polynomial time.

2. Elliptic Curve Computational Diffie–Hellman (ECCDH) Problem [27]: Define an elliptic
curve group G of order q whose generator is P, where q is a large prime number. With
two unknown elements a, b ∈ Z∗

q in the finite field, while given aP ∈ G and bP ∈ G, it
is computationally difficult to solve for abP ∈ G within polynomial time.

2.2. Message Authentication Code

The message authentication code (MAC) is a key-related one-way hash function, also
known as message checksum. It enables the authentication of the message source and
integrity verification. It assumes that there are two communicating parties A and B, with a
shared key K. When A sends a message to B, A calculates the MAC using the shared key
and the sent message:

MAC = C(K, m) (1)

where C is the MAC function, K is the shared key, and m is the message to be sent.
A sends both the message m and MAC together to B. Upon receiving them, B performs

the same calculation using the shared key K to obtain MAC′:

MAC′ = C(K, m) (2)

Then, B compares whether MAC′ equals MAC:

MAC′ ?
= MAC (3)

If Equation (3) does not hold, it indicates that the information has been corrupted or
tampered during transmission. Otherwise, the received message contains integrity, and B
trusts that the message originates from A.

2.3. Consortium Blockchain

Consortium blockchain represents a collaborative and distributed approach to
blockchain technology, where multiple organizations come together to form a network
with shared control over the blockchain. Unlike public blockchains that are open to
anyone, or private blockchains that are restricted to a single entity, consortium blockchain
strikes a balance by allowing a pre-selected group of trusted participants to validate
transactions and maintain the distributed ledger [28]. This collaborative model offers
several advantages. Firstly, it ensures a more efficient and scalable system as compared to
public blockchains, where consensus mechanisms are often resource-intensive. Secondly,
consortium blockchain enhances data security by limiting access to authorized entities,
thereby reducing the risk of unauthorized tampering. Additionally, it addresses privacy
concerns by providing a controlled environment where sensitive information can be shared
securely among consortium members, making it a compelling choice for applications
requiring a balance between transparency and confidentiality. Therefore, it is suitable
under the interactive integration scenario of new energy vehicles and a power grid, so as to
improve the security, information transparency, and authentication efficiency in distributed
energy transactions [29,30].

2.4. UTXO Model

The Unspent Transaction Output (UTXO) model is a fundamental concept in blockchain
technology, defining the manner in which transactions are tracked and verified within
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a cryptocurrency network. In the UTXO model, each transaction generates a set of
outputs, each representing an amount of cryptocurrency. These outputs, or UTXOs,
serve as the inputs for subsequent transactions, creating a chain of ownership across the
blockchain [31,32], as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The UTXO model creates new inputs of temporary transaction based on the previous
outputs of source transaction.

In detail, the Output Set mainly involves two parameters, V and Hashpk, where V
is the transaction value of the transaction object, usually represented in the form of cryp-
tocurrency, and Hashpk represents the hash value of the user’s public key. The Input Set
of the current/temporary transaction is generated based on the Output Set of the previ-
ous/source transaction, which mainly involves four parameters, Tranindex, Nout, pk, and σsk,
where Tranindex represents the transaction index corresponding to this input, Nout is used to
mark the position of the output corresponding to this input in the previous transaction, pk
represents the user’s public key corresponding to Hashpk in the Output Set of the previous
transaction, and σsk is the signature generated based on the user’s private key.

In a consortium blockchain, the validators can confirm the legitimacy of a transaction
by verifying the validity of the inputs in the current transaction. The specific verification
details are as follows:

1. Validators use the hash function to compute the hash value Hashin of the public key
pk contained in the input:

Hashin = HashFunc(pk) (4)

where HashFunc is the hash function and Hashin is the computation result of the
hash value.

2. Validators compare whether the computed hash value Hashin equals the hash value
Hashpk contained in the source transaction output corresponding to this input, to
check for consistency:

Compare(Hashin, Hashpk)
?
= True (5)

3. Validators use the public key pk to verify the signature σsk:

Veri f y(σsk, pk) ?
= True (6)
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After the aforementioned process of identity verification, users can engage in the
specific transactions by utilizing the temporary transaction, and perform transaction aggre-
gation and update with the assistance of consortium blockchain nodes. This transaction is
subsequently stored by the trusted nodes in the consortium blockchain database, and rede-
fined as the user’s source transaction. Users can further generate another latest temporary
transaction based on the output of the new source transaction.

Unlike the account-based model, where balances are associated with user accounts,
UTXO tracks the specific units of cryptocurrency that have not been spent. This model
enhances security and facilitates efficient transaction verification. When a user initiates
a new transaction, they reference existing UTXOs as inputs and generate new UTXOs as
outputs, ensuring a transparent and traceable record of ownership. The UTXO model
contributes to the overall security, scalability, and privacy of blockchain networks, making
it a crucial element in the design and functioning of various decentralized systems [33].

3. System Overview

This section first briefly introduces the architecture of the V2G network model and roles
of each entity contained in this system, then further describes the security requirements,
which are designed to meet in the proposed scheme.

3.1. System Model

The overall architecture of the V2G system model is shown in Figure 2. There are
two trust domains, A and B, in this V2G network. Each domain has a grid server, GS,
and several charging stations, CSs. In each trust domain, there are many electric vehicles,
EVs, from the same domain interacting with the local charging stations, as circled in blue.
However, if a vehicle from domain A has the charging or discharging requirements in
domain B, as circled in red, then a process of cross-domain authentication is needed. In
addition to the entities mentioned above, the system also includes a Key Generation Center
(KGC) and a consortium blockchain. The following will introduce their roles, respectively:

1. Electric Vehicle (EV): An EV is equipped with an On-Board Unit (OBU) and a battery.
The OBU is responsible for handling the perception, computation, and communica-
tion tasks of the vehicle terminal and is capable of independently generating keys.
Additionally, the OBU has tamper-resistant features, suitable for storing the vehicle’s
private information, such as registration information and keys. Assuming that EVA
from trust domain A has a charging or discharging requirement with CSB in trust
domain B, it must undergo authentication with GSB before proceeding. After that,
EVA can facilitate bidirectional energy flow between the on-board battery and the
power grid. Finally, EVA engages in settlement transactions with the transaction
center.

2. Charging Station (CS): In this scheme, it is assumed that CSB in trust domain B is dis-
tributed across specific areas as multiple roadside units (RSUs), and they are managed
by the dispatch center in GSB. Each CSB can directly connect to the power grid and
engage in energy exchange with EVA. In this scheme, CSB serves as an information
transfer medium between EVA and GSB, primarily responsible for aggregating signa-
tures from multiple EVA, and simultaneously forwarding information from EVA or
GSB. In this paper, it is assumed that CSB is a semi-trusted entity.

3. Grid Server (GS): A GS plays an important role in the V2G system, which mainly
consists of an authentication server, a dispatch center, and a transaction settlement
center. In this scheme, GSA is responsible for the registration of EVA and stores the
mapping between the real identity information and the pseudonym of EVA. GSB
has the capability to generate keys and its authentication server is responsible for
the authentication of aggregated signatures from multiple EVA. The dispatch center
manages CSB and controls the flow of electrical energy in the power grid. After the
charging or discharging process of EVA is completed, the transaction settlement center
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is responsible for order settlement and management of transaction information. In
this paper, it is assumed that GSA and GSB are fully trusted entities.

4. Key Generation Center (KGC): A KGC is responsible for generating and publishing
system public parameters. Additionally, a KGC possesses the system public key,
which is used to generate encrypted pseudonyms during the registration phase of
EVA. Furthermore, a KGC is also responsible for handling an authentication error
reported by the GS. In this paper, it is assumed that KGC is a fully trusted entity.

5. Consortium Blockchain: The member nodes of the consortium blockchain include GSA
and GSB, both of which have the authority to view and update the contents of blocks
in the chain. In this scheme, the consortium blockchain stores transaction information
lists and revocation lists of vehicles. The information in these two lists is grouped
according to the domain identifier of the vehicles. When the GS looks up vehicle
information, it first uses the domain identifier as an index to locate the group of
the vehicle. Then, it performs a fine-grained search within the group based on the
vehicle’s identity information and public key. The registration information of EVA is
uploaded to the transaction information list by GSA. In case of malicious behavior
by EVA, GSB can notify GSA to perform identity tracing and revocation procedures
for EVA.

Figure 2. The overall architecture of the V2G system model, where the blue circle indicates intra-
domain authentication, while the red circle indicates cross-domain authentication.

3.2. Security Requirements

Rajasekaran et al. [34] conducted a thorough categorization of various potential secu-
rity threats in V2G networks. Based on their work, our proposed scheme is designed to
achieve the following security requirements:

1. Message integrity: When any information issued by entities in the system is inten-
tionally tampered with during transmission, the receiver can discover and reject
the message.
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2. Anonymity: Vehicles participate in the authentication process without revealing their
real identities, meaning that the real identities of the vehicles are kept confidential
from any entity other than the registration grid server.

3. Unlinkability: Adversaries cannot link multiple messages sent by the same entity,
meaning that adversaries cannot deduce the real identity of entities from the obtained
information.

4. Traceability: When a vehicle engages in malicious behavior during the authentication
process, the system has the ability to trace and disclose the ownership of this vehicle.

5. Resistance to attacks: The proposed scheme should be able to resist common attacks,
such as the replay attack, the tampering attack, and the impersonation attack.

4. Proposed Authentication Scheme

This section mainly describes the several processes of the proposed scheme, which
consists of six parts: the initialization phase, registration phase, new transaction generation,
transaction authentication, transaction phase, and revocation phase. In this section, we as-
sume that the vehicle EVA registered in trust domain A applies for charging or discharging
operations in trust domain B. We take this scenario as an example to illustrate the proposed
cross-domain authentication scheme for V2G networks in detail.

The symbols and their meanings involved in this scheme are explained in Table 1.

Table 1. The definitions of the relevant symbols.

Notation Description

KGC Key Generation Center
EVA Electric vehicle from trust domain A
CSB Charging station in trust domain B

GSA, GSB Grid server of trust domain A or B
E The elliptic curve: y2 = x3 + Ax + B mod p
G The additive cyclic group
P The generator of G

p, q The two large prime numbers
Hi The i-th hash function
Z∗

q q-Order integer multiplication cyclic group
{SKx, PKx} The private key and public key of entity x 1

IDpseudo The encrypted pseudonym of EVA
IDEVA The identity information of EVA

FA The domain identifier of EVA
KCSB−GSB The session key between CSB and GSB

t The timestamp
My The message from entity y 2

σEVA The signature information of EVA
TranEVA The transaction information of EVA

MAC Message authentication code
⊕ XOR operator
|| Concatenation operator

1 Entity x can be KGC, GSA, GSB, or EVA. 2 Entity y can be EVA or CSB.

4.1. Initialization Phase
4.1.1. KGC Initialization

The KGC first initializes the system parameters. Define an elliptic curve over a finite
field— E : y2 = x3 + Ax + B mod p, where A, B ∈ Zp satisfy 4A3 + 27B2 ̸= 0. The points on
E and the points at infinity form a cyclic group, G, of order q, whose generator is denoted
as P. p and q are two large prime numbers. KGC randomly selects three secure hash
functions—H1 : G → Z∗

q , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q , H3 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q .
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4.1.2. System Key Generation

1. KGC key generation: The KGC selects a random number, SKKGC ∈ Z∗
q , as the system

private key, and calculates PKKGC = SKKGC · P as the system public key.
2. GS key generation: GSA in trust domain A selects a random number, SKGSA ∈ Z∗

q , as
the system private key, and calculates PKGSA = SKGSA · P as the system public key.
Similarly, GSB in trust domain B selects a random number, SKGSB ∈ Z∗

q , as the system
private key, and calculates PKGSB = SKGSB · P as the system public key.

3. System parameter publication: All system parameters {q, G, P, H1, H2, H3, PKKGC,
PKGSA , PKGSB} are public and uploaded to consortium blockchain.

4.2. Registration Phase
4.2.1. Vehicle Pseudonym Registration

1. Pseudo-identity generation: The real identity of EVA, such as the vehicle unique identity
or device identification code, is denoted as IDreal ∈ Z∗

q . EVA selects a random number,
r ∈ Z∗

q , generates pseudo-identity ID′
pseudo = r · P, and transmits {IDreal , ID′

pseudo} to
GSA via a secure channel.

2. Pseudo-identity encryption: GSA verifies the legitimacy of IDreal , checks the uniqueness
of ID′

pseudo in the local database, and calculates encrypted pseudonym IDpseudo =

IDreal ⊕ H1(SKGSA , PKKGC, FA), where SKGSA is the private key of GSA, PKKGC is the
public key of KGC, and FA is the domain identifier of EVA.

3. Identity information storage: GSA stores the registration information of EVA {IDreal ,
ID′

pseudo, IDpseudo, FA} in the local database, and transmits identity information
IDEVA = {ID′

pseudo, IDpseudo, FA} to EVA via a secure channel. EVA stores the identity
information IDEVA in its tamper-resistant OBU.

4.2.2. Transaction Initialization

GSA issues authentication tokens to EVA through a registration transaction as the
source transaction, to initialize the user’s authentication permissions. The initialized source
transaction is uploaded to the consortium blockchain database by GSA.

4.2.3. Vehicle Key Generation

EVA selects a random number, SKEVA ∈ Z∗
q , as the private key, and calculates PKEVA =

SKEVA · P as the public key. EVA then stores {SKEVA , PKEVA} in its tamper-resistant OBU.

4.2.4. Session Key Negotiation

CSB sends its identifier IDCSB to GSB. After registration verification, GSB selects a
secure key, KCSB−GSB , as the session key between CSB and GSB, stores {IDCSB , KCSB−GSB}
in the local database, and transmits KCSB−GSB to CSB via a secure channel. Upon receiving
the session key, CSB stores it in its secure storage device.

4.3. New Transaction Generation
4.3.1. Transaction Index Construction

When EVA initiates a charging or discharging request to CSB in trust domain B, EVA
calculates the transaction index Tranindex = H2(IDpseudo, PKGSB , t) through encryption,
where IDpseudo is the encrypted pseudonym of EVA, PKGSB is the public key of GSB, and t
is the timestamp.

4.3.2. New Input Construction

Based on the Output information in the source transaction, EVA generates the Input′

information for the new transaction.
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4.4. Individual Transaction Authentication

Firstly, we discuss the individual transaction authentication scenario, where we as-
sume that there is only single vehicle EVA from trust domain A having the charging or
discharging request in trust domain B. Later, in Section 4.5, we will discuss the scenario
with multiple vehicles.

4.4.1. Vehicle Signature

1. Vehicle signature generation: EVA selects a random number, d ∈ Z∗
q , calculates R = d · P

and HEVA = H3(MEVA , IDEVA , PKEVA , R, t), and then calculates the partial signature
information SEVA = (HEVA · d + SKEVA) mod p, from which EVA can receive its
complete signature information σEVA = {R, SEVA}, where MEVA is the message of a
charging or discharging request to be signed, IDEVA = {ID′

pseudo, IDpseudo, FA} is the
identity information of EVA, PKEVA is the public key of EVA, SKEVA is the private key
of EVA, and t is the timestamp.

2. Vehicle signature transmission: EVA sends request message set MSetEVA = {IDEVA ,
MEVA , TranEVA , PKEVA , t} to CSB, where the complete signature information σEVA is in-
cluded in Input′ of the transaction information TranEVA . CSB first checks whether the
timestamp t meets the real-time requirement. If not, the message is discarded. Then,
CSB generates request message MCSB = Encrypt(KCSB−GSB , MSetEVA) and further
calculates TCSB = MACKCSB−GSB

(MCSB ||n), where KCSB−GSB is the negotiated session
key between CSB and GSB, Encrypt is the agreed-upon encryption algorithm, MAC
is the agreed-upon message authentication code verification mechanism, and n ∈ Z∗

q
is the random number selected by CSB. Finally, CSB transmits {MCSB , TCSB , n, t}
to GSB.

4.4.2. Signature Verification

1. Identity authenticity and message integrity verification: GSB first checks whether the
timestamp t meets the real-time requirement. If not, the message is discarded. Then,
GSB calculates T′

CSB
= MACKCSB−GSB

(MCSB ||n) and compares whether T′
CSB

equals
TCSB . If not, the identity authentication of CSB has not passed, and GSB will report
the error to the KGC.

2. Signature validity verification: GSB receives plaintext MSetEVA = Decrypt(KCSB−GSB , MCSB)
through decryption, and then calculates H′

EVA
= H3(MEVA , IDEVA , PKEVA , R, t) based

on the obtained information {IDEVA , MEVA , σEVA , PKEVA , t}. If the equation SEVA · P =
H′

EVA
· R + PKEVA is satisfied, the signature validity verification is successful.

4.4.3. Source Transaction Retrieval

Based on the transaction information TranEVA , GSB retrieves the source transaction
information of EVA by querying the consortium blockchain database.

4.4.4. Hash Value Comparison

GSB calculates the hash value of the vehicle public key PKEVA included in the Input′

of the temporary transaction Hashin = H1(PKEVA) through the hash function H1, and com-
pares this hash value with the hash value Hashout in the Output of the source transaction,
which corresponds to this temporary transaction. If these two hash values are equal, the
hash verification is successful.

If the above conditions are met, the transaction authentication is successful, and
GSB finally accepts the charging or discharging request message. The whole pipeline of
transaction authentication is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The pipeline of transaction authentication.

4.5. Aggregated Transaction Authentication

In Section 4.4, we have discussed the scenario of individual transaction authentication.
In addition, if there are multiple vehicles from trust domain A {EVA−1, EVA−2, . . . , EVA−n}
having the charging or discharging request in trust domain B, we can leverage the method of
an aggregated signature and aggregated verification to enhance the efficiency of transaction
authentication. It should be noted that Sections 4.4 and 4.5 are just two parallel cases. In the
actual cross-domain authentication pipeline, only one of them needs to be adopted based
on the specific situation.

Assume the identity information of n vehicles {EVA−1, EVA−2, . . . , EVA−n} is
{IDEVA−1 , IDEVA−2 , . . . , IDEVA−n}, with their private keys and public keys being, respec-
tively, {SKEVA−1 , SKEVA−2 , . . . , SKEVA−n} and {PKEVA−1 , PKEVA−2 , . . . , PKEVA−n}. The mes-
sages to be signed are {MEVA−1 , MEVA−2 , . . . , MEVA−n}. Below, we will take the example of
the i-th vehicle, EVA−i, to illustrate the process of aggregated transaction authentication
involving multiple vehicles, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.

4.5.1. Vehicle Aggregated Signature

1. Vehicle signature generation: EVA−i selects a random number, di ∈ Z∗
q , calculates

Ri = di · P and HEVA−i = H3(MEVA−i , IDEVA−i , PKEVA−i , Ri, ti), and then calculates the
partial signature information SEVA−i = (HEVA−i · di + SKEVA−i ) mod p, from which
EVA−i can receive its complete signature information σEVA−i = {Ri, SEVA−i}. Simi-
larly, the remaining vehicles generate their signatures {σEVA−1 , σEVA−2 , . . . , σEVA−n},
respectively, in the same manner.

2. Vehicle signature aggregation and transmission: EVA−i sends request message set
MSetEVA−i = {IDEVA−i , MEVA−i , TranEVA−i , PKEVA−i , ti} to CSB, where the complete
signature information σEVA−i is included in Input′ of the transaction information
TranEVA−i . Similarly, the remaining vehicles send their request message sets
{MSetEVA−1 , MSetEVA−2 , . . . , MSetEVA−n} to CSB, respectively, in the same manner.
CSB first checks whether the timestamp ti in each request message set meets the
real-time requirement. If not, the message is discarded. Then, CSB aggregates the
signature information from each vehicle {σEVA−1 , σEVA−2 , . . . , σEVA−n} and receives
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σ = {R, S}, where R = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn} and S = ∑n
i=1 SEVA−i . Later, CSB gath-

ers request message sets and aggregated partial signature information S, and re-
ceives MSet = {MSetEVA−1 , MSetEVA−2 , . . . , MSetEVA−n , S}. After that, CSB gen-
erates request message MCSB = Encrypt(KCSB−GSB , MSet) and further calculates
TCSB = MACKCSB−GSB

(MCSB ||n), where KCSB−GSB is the negotiated session key be-
tween CSB and GSB, Encrypt is the agreed-upon encryption algorithm, MAC is the
agreed-upon message authentication code verification mechanism, and n ∈ Z∗

q is the
random number selected by CSB. Finally, CSB transmits {MCSB , TCSB , n, t} to GSB.

4.5.2. Aggregated Signature Verification

1. Identity authenticity and message integrity verification: GSB first checks whether the
timestamp t meets the real-time requirement. If not, the message is discarded. Then,
GSB calculates T′

CSB
= MACKCSB−GSB

(MCSB ||n) and compares whether T′
CSB

equals
TCSB . If not, the identity authentication of CSB has not passed, and GSB will report
the error to KGC.

2. Aggregated signature validity verification: GSB receives plaintext MSet = Decrypt(KCSB−GSB ,
MCSB) through decryption, and then calculates H′

EVA−i
= H3(MEVA−i , IDEVA−i ,

PKEVA−i , Ri, ti) based on the obtained information of each vehicle {IDEVA−i , MEVA−i ,
σEVA−i , PKEVA−i , ti}. If the equation S · P = ∑n

i=1 H′
EVA−i

· Ri + ∑n
i=1 PKEVA−i is sat-

isfied, the aggregated signature validity verification is successful, where S is the
aggregated partial signature information.

4.5.3. Source Transaction Retrieval

Based on the transaction information TranEVA−i of each vehicle, GSB retrieves the
source transaction information of EVA−i by querying the consortium blockchain database.

4.5.4. Hash Value Comparison

GSB calculates the hash value of each vehicle public key PKEVA−i included in the
Input′ of the temporary transaction Hashin = H1(PKEVA−i ) through the hash function H1,
and compares this hash value with the hash value Hashout in the Output of the source
transaction, which corresponds to this temporary transaction. If these two hash values are
equal, the hash verification is successful.

If the above conditions are met, the transaction authentication of EVA−i is successful,
and GSB finally accepts the charging or discharging request message.

4.6. Transaction Phase
4.6.1. Temporary Transaction Generation

1. Authentication token issuance: GSB generates a temporary transaction locally, issuing
authentication tokens with a quantity of V to EVA, which is successfully authenticated.
Correspondingly, if the user EVA fails authentication or transmits malicious request
messages, a certain quantity of authentication tokens is deducted according to the
severity of its threat. Subsequently, GSB constructs the output of this temporary
transaction with the parameters HPK and V, where HPK is the hash value of the public
key PKEVA of EVA.

2. Transaction information transmission and service provision: GSB sends the temporary
transaction information to the charging station CSB within the region and uploads
this temporary transaction information to the consortium blockchain database. Then,
CSB broadcasts the temporary transaction within the management area and provides
charging or discharging services to EVA.

4.6.2. Transaction Aggregation

The user EVA starts a transaction aggregation, and constructs the Input of this ag-
gregated transaction based on other earlier transactions containing authentication tokens.
Then, EVA constructs the Output of this aggregated transaction based on the local key pair
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{SKEVA , PKEVA}, which is stored in its tamper-resistant OBU. Subsequently, EVA sends the
aggregated transaction to GSB for transaction verification.

4.6.3. Transaction Update

After the temporary transaction generated by user EVA is aggregated and passes veri-
fication by the grid server, this aggregated transaction will be defined as the latest source
transaction. Then, GSB will accordingly update the transaction information TranEVA in the
consortium blockchain database. After that, based on the updated source transaction, user
EVA can further generate a new temporary transaction for the next cross-domain authenti-
cation process and begin a new transaction process of authentication token aggregation.

4.7. Revocation Phase

In special circumstances, such as when the authentication fails or EVA engages in mali-
cious behavior, it is necessary to reveal the real identity of the vehicle from the pseudonym
and then perform vehicle revocation. In the consortium blockchain nodes, the revocation
list of vehicles is stored in the form of tuples, such as <FA, (IDEVA , PKEVA , tstart, tend)>,
where FA is the domain identifier of EVA, IDEVA = {ID′

pseudo, IDpseudo, FA} is the identity
information of EVA, PKEVA is the public key of EVA, tstart is the start time of vehicle revoca-
tion, and tend is the end time of vehicle revocation, when the vehicle can resume normal
operation. The process of vehicle identity traceback and revocation is as follows:

4.7.1. Real Identity Traceback

GSB notifies GSA through the smart contract in the consortium blockchain. Upon
receiving the notification, GSA reveals the real identity of EVA by calculating ID′

real =
IDpseudo ⊕ H1(SKGSA , PKKGC, FA). Then, GSA compares whether ID′

real equals the real
identity IDreal stored in the local database. If not, GSA will report the error to KGC.
Otherwise, GSA starts vehicle revocation.

4.7.2. Vehicle Revocation

GSA designates the current time as the start time of vehicle revocation, noted as
tstart = tcurrent. Then, GSA defines the duration of vehicle revocation tduration based on the
severity level of the malicious behavior. Therefore, the end time of vehicle revocation is
tend = tstart + tduration. Finally, GSA uploads the information <FA, (IDEVA , PKEVA , tstart, tend)>
to the revocation list in consortium blockchain.

5. Security Analysis

This section provides a theoretical analysis about the security and privacy-preserving
features that the proposed scheme meets, which specifically includes message integrity,
anonymity, unlinkability, traceability, and resistance to common attacks, as mentioned
earlier in Section 3.2.

5.1. Message Integrity

In the proposed scheme, there are mainly two processes of message integrity verifica-
tion. We will discuss them in detail, respectively, in the following parts:

1. Message integrity from CSB: In the system model, we assume that the charging
stations are semi-trusted entities. Therefore, it is necessary to verify the identity
legitimacy of CSB before GSB receives messages from it. After CSB aggregates
messages from EVA and generates request message MCSB , CSB further calculates
TCSB = MACKCSB−GSB

(MCSB ||n) used as an intermediate variable for identity verifica-
tion, and then sends both MCSB and TCSB to GSB. Even if the malicious adversaries
manipulate the messages sent by CSB, they cannot receive the negotiated session
key KCSB−GSB , which is stored in the secure storage device of CSB. In this way, GSB
can verify the identity legitimacy of CSB as well as the message integrity through
comparing TCSB and T′

CSB
.
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2. Message integrity from EVA: After GSB obtains the information {IDEVA−i , MEVA−i , σEVA−i ,
PKEVA−i , ti} from CSB, GSB performs signature verification by checking whether the
equation SEVA−i · P = H′

EVA−i
· Ri + PKEVA−i is satisfied. After that, GSB accomplishes

the transaction authentication process combined with the hash value comparison. If
the messages from EVA are tampered with or lost during the communication process,
the signature verification fails, and GSB can discard the messages.

5.2. Anonymity

In this scheme, the real identity IDreal of EVA is stored in the local database of GSA.
During the communication process, EVA utilizes the encrypted pseudonym IDpseudo. The
only way for the adversary to receive the real identity of EVA is to calculate
IDreal = IDpseudo ⊕ H1(SKGSA , PKKGC, FA). However, the adversary cannot receive the pri-
vate key SKGSA of GSA, for the reason that calculating SKGSA through PKGSA = SKGSA · P
involves solving the discrete logarithm problem. In addition, it is also difficult for the
adversary to receive the encrypted pseudonym IDpseudo of EVA through the transaction
index. Due to the high security level of member nodes GSA and GSB, the adversary is not
able to receive the authority to view the contents of the consortium blockchain database.
Therefore, the anonymity of user identity is protected.

5.3. Unlinkability

During the communication process, the signature information generated by EVA is
σEVA = {R, SEVA}, where R = d · P, and d ∈ Z∗

q is the random number chosen by EVA.
Therefore, multiple messages sent by EVA actually appear as random to external entities.
Even if adversaries obtain several messages sent by EVA, they cannot trace to the real
identity IDreal due to the anonymity of EVA and the randomness of messages. In addition,
the transaction index is generated through encryption based on the timestamp t, so that
adversaries cannot link multiple different transactions to the same user.

5.4. Traceability

During the vehicle registration phase in this scheme, GSA conceals the real identity
of EVA by calculating the pseudonym IDpseudo = IDreal ⊕ H1(SKGSA , PKKGC, FA), and the
registration information {IDreal , ID′

pseudo, IDpseudo, FA} is stored in the local database of
GSA. However, in special circumstances, such as when the authentication fails or EVA
engages in malicious behavior, it is necessary to reveal the real identity of the vehicle from
the pseudonym and then perform vehicle revocation. As illustrated in Section 4.7, the
process of vehicle identity traceback and revocation is as follows:

1. Real identity traceback: GSB notifies GSA through the smart contract in the consortium
blockchain. Upon receiving the notification, GSA reveals the real identity of EVA by
calculating ID′

real = IDpseudo ⊕ H1(SKGSA , PKKGC, FA). Then, GSA compares whether
ID′

real equals the real identity IDreal stored in the local database. If not, GSA will
report the error to the KGC. Otherwise, GSA starts vehicle revocation.

2. Vehicle revocation: GSA designates the current time as the start time of vehicle revoca-
tion, noted as tstart = tcurrent. Then, GSA defines the duration of vehicle revocation
tduration based on the severity level of the malicious behavior. Therefore, the end time
of vehicle revocation is tend = tstart + tduration. Finally, GSA uploads the information
<FA, (IDEVA , PKEVA , tstart, tend)> to the revocation list in consortium blockchain.

5.5. Resistance to Attacks

1. Resist replay attack: Firstly, messages sent by both EVA and CSB contain the timestamp
t. The receiver must verify whether t meets the real-time requirements. Once t is
deemed invalid, the message is discarded, which can effectively resist replay attacks.
Secondly, in the transaction phase, the authenticated transaction will be updated and
stored as the latest source transaction in the consortium blockchain database. If the
adversary generates a temporary transaction based on a previously invalidated source
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transaction, it will not pass authentication. Therefore, the proposed scheme is capable
of resisting replay attacks.

2. Resist tampering attack: In the signature verification phase, any modification to mes-
sages sent by CSB will be detected after calculating T′

CSB
= MACKCSB−GSB

(MCSB ||n)
and comparing whether T′

CSB
equals TCSB , and any modification to messages sent

by EVA will be detected during the verification of SEVA−i · P = H′
EVA−i

· Ri + PKEVA−i .
Therefore, the proposed scheme is capable of resisting tampering attacks.

3. Resist impersonation attack: The impersonation or spoofing attack aims to steal authen-
tication credentials to gain unauthorized service access. In this scheme, assuming
that the signature information σEVA−i = {Ri, SEVA−i} is verifiable, it is impossible for
the adversary to obtain the private key SKEVA−i of EVA−i among public parameters
based on the assumption of the discrete logarithm difficulty. Therefore, the proposed
scheme is capable of resisting impersonation attacks.

6. Efficiency Evaluation

This section presents the implementation details of efficiency evaluation as well as the
performance analysis of the proposed scheme. We compare this work with related research
on the fields in terms of computation cost performance.

6.1. Implementation

We will evaluate the performance of the proposed work by comparing its computation
cost with that of other related works, using the method outlined in [35]. This work adopts a
certificateless signature scheme based on bilinear pairing, which is constructed as G × G →
GT . Here, we consider that G is an additive cyclic group defined on a super-singular elliptic
curve E : y2 = x3 + x mode p, and GT is a multiplicative cyclic group, where the generator
P of E is generated by a large prime number, q, of 160 bits, and p is a large prime number
of 512 bits.

To assess the computational overhead of different cryptographic operations, we con-
duct a simulation experiment on the Ubuntu 20.04 system, where the processor is config-
ured as Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10700 CPU @ 2.90 GHz, and the memory is 32 GB. We utilize
the MIRACL cryptographic library using the C programming language in the simulation
experiment. To eliminate the impact of errors during the experimental process, we perform
each cryptographic operation 1000 times and took the average.

The notations for various cryptographic operations are as follows:

• Tbp denotes the execution time for the bilinear pairing operation defined as e(P, Q),
where P, Q ∈ G.

• Tbp.m denotes the execution time for the scalar multiplication operation x · P in the
bilinear pairing operation defined as e(P, Q), where P, Q ∈ G and x ∈ Z∗

q .
• Tbp.a denotes the execution time for the point addition operation P + Q in the bilinear

pairing operation defined as e(P, Q), where P, Q ∈ G.
• Tmpt denotes the execution time for the map-to-point hash function operation in the

bilinear pairing operation defined as e(P, Q), where P, Q ∈ G.
• Te.m denotes the execution time for the scalar multiplication operation x · P in ECC,

where P ∈ G and x ∈ Z∗
q .

• Te.a denotes the execution time for the point addition operation P + Q in ECC, where
P, Q ∈ G.

• Th denotes the execution time for one hash function operation in ECC.

The average execution times of these cryptographic operations are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The execution time of cryptographic operations.

Operations Execution Times (ms)

Tbp 4.1892
Tbp.m 1.6993
Tbp.a 0.0071
Tmpt 4.3960
Te.m 0.4415
Te.a 0.0018
Th 0.0001

6.2. Efficiency Analysis

We mainly focus on the computational overhead of the process of signature verifi-
cation, while the operations that are very light like the addition operation in Z∗

q and the
multiplication operation in Z∗

q will not be considered. By using the computation execution
times for various dominant time-consuming cryptographic operations summarized in
Table 2, we carry out an efficiency analysis of our proposed scheme compared with two
related works: one [35] is based on the bilinear pairing operation, and the other [36] is
a certificateless scheme based on ECC. We conduct the computation analysis in terms
of the three phases of the signature, individual verification, and aggregate verification.
The observation is clear that our proposed scheme has better computation performance
compared to related works from Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of computation costs for related signature verification schemes in ms.

Scheme Signature Individual Verification Aggregate Verification

Mei et al. [35] 4Tbp.m + 2Tbp.a + 2Tmpt 4Tbp + 2Tbp.m + Th 4Tbp + 2nTbp.m + (2n− 2)Tbp.a
+Th ≈ 15.604 ms ≈ 20.156 ms +nTh ≈ 3.413n + 16.743 ms

Vallent et al. [36] Te.m + Th 3Te.m + 3Te.a + 2Th (2n + 1)Te.m + (4n − 1)Te.a
≈ 0.442 ms ≈ 1.330 ms +2nTh ≈ 0.890n + 0.440 ms

Our scheme Te.m + Th 2Te.m + Te.a + Th (n + 1)Te.m + (2n − 1)Te.a
≈ 0.442 ms ≈ 0.885 ms +nTh ≈ 0.445n + 0.434 ms

In our ECC-based scheme, to generate a signature, a vehicle needs to calculate R = d · P
and HEVA = H3(MEVA , IDEVA , PKEVA , R, t). This means that the computation cost for
the signature is one scalar multiplication operation over an elliptic curve and one hash
function operation in ECC, that is to say, Te.m + Th ≈ 0.442 ms. In individual verification,
H′

EVA
= H3(MEVA , IDEVA , PKEVA , R, t) needs to be calculated and the equation SEVA ·

P = H′
EVA

· R + PKEVA needs to be verified. This means that two scalar multiplication
operations, one point addition operation and one hash function operation, in ECC are
required, that is to say, 2Te.m + Te.a + Th ≈ 0.885 ms. In aggregate verification, H′

EVA−i
=

H3(MEVA−i , IDEVA−i , PKEVA−i , Ri, ti) for n vehicles needs to be calculated and the equation
S · P = ∑n

i=1 H′
EVA−i

· Ri + ∑n
i=1 PKEVA−i needs to be verified. This means that (n + 1)

scalar multiplication operations, (2n − 1) point addition operations, and n hash function
operations in ECC are required, that is to say, (n + 1)Te.m + (2n − 1)Te.a + nTh ≈ 0.445n +
0.434 ms.

In a similar manner, the computation costs for the other two related schemes can be
calculated. In [35], four scalar multiplication operations, two point addition operations,
two map-to-point hash function operations in the bilinear pairing operation, and one hash
function operation (4Tbp.m + 2Tbp.a + 2Tmpt + Th ≈ 15.604 ms) are required for the signa-
ture; four bilinear pairing operations, two scalar multiplication operations, and one hash
function operation (4Tbp + 2Tbp.m + Th ≈ 20.156 ms) are required for individual verification;
and four bilinear pairing operations, 2n scalar multiplication operations, (2n − 2) point ad-
dition operations, and n hash function operations (4Tbp + 2nTbp.m + (2n − 2)Tbp.a + nTh ≈
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3.413n+ 16.743 ms) are required for aggregate verification. In [36], one scalar multiplication
operation and one hash function operation in ECC (Te.m + Th ≈ 0.442 ms) are required
for the signature; three scalar multiplication operations, three point addition operations,
and two hash function operations in ECC (3Te.m + 3Te.a + 2Th ≈ 1.330 ms) are required for
individual verification; and (2n+ 1) scalar multiplication operations, (4n− 1) point addition
operations, and 2n hash function operations in ECC ((2n + 1)Te.m + (4n − 1)Te.a + 2nTh ≈
0.890n + 0.440 ms) are required for aggregate verification.

The visual representation of execution time comparison in the signature and individ-
ual verification is shown in Figure 4. We can assemble the computation load generated
in message signing and individual verifying for a single signature, assuming equal com-
putation capabilities for signing and verifying for simplicity’s sake. The overall load for
Mei et al. [35] comes up to (15.604 + 20.156) ms = 35.760 ms, while for Vallent et al. [36],
the overall load is (0.442 + 1.330) ms = 1.772 ms. Subsequently, our scheme has an overall
computation load of (0.442 + 0.885) ms = 1.327 ms, which is better than other schemes as
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Comparison of execution time in signature and individual verification Mei et al. [35] and
Vallent et al. [36].

Compared to Baseline 1 (Mei et al. [35]), we can find that their proposed scheme has
a significantly higher execution time than ours, mainly due to its computation complex-
ity in the bilinear pairing operation. However, our proposed scheme precludes complex
cryptographic operations like bilinear pairings and map-to-point hash operations by imple-
menting ECC-based algorithms instead, and reduces redundant computational overhead
through aggregated signature verification. Compared to Baseline 2 (Vallent et al. [36]),
although we both utilize ECC-based methods and have a similarly low computation over-
head in the process of the signature, the individual verification cost of our scheme is lower
than theirs. That is because we improve the authentication procedures in our carefully
designed scheme, therefore reducing one scalar multiplication operation, Te.m; two point
addition operations, Te.a; as well as one hash function operation, Th, of ECC in the process
of individual verification.

The relationship of computation costs for a particular number of signature mes-
sages in aggregate verification for the three schemes is shown in Figure 5. As illustrated
in Table 3, the aggregate verification cost of our scheme is (2.968n + 16.309) ms and
(0.445n + 0.006) ms lower compared to the other two methods, respectively. In Figure 5,
we take the maximum value of the number of signature messages n to be 2000. It is clear
that, with the increase in the number of signature messages, our proposed scheme will
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exhibit a more significant advantage in terms of computational overhead compared to other
schemes. Furthermore, being based on ECC as well, our scheme saves approximately half
of the computational overhead compared to Vallent et al. [36].

Figure 5. Relationship of computation costs and signature numbers in aggregate verification
Mei et al. [35] and Vallent et al. [36].

Based on the generated summary results of computation cost comparison shown in
Table 3 and the visual representation shown in Figures 4 and 5, we can come to a conclusion
that our proposed scheme has all-over computation efficiency compared to the other two
related schemes in terms of the signature, individual verification, and aggregate verification.
However, it is essential to note that the security level of the authentication scheme relies
on the difficulty of utilized mathematical problems, and any advancements in algorithmic
or computational techniques could potentially weaken these assumptions to some extent.
Therefore, this is actually a trade-off between security and efficiency.

7. Discussions
7.1. Real-World Scenario
7.1.1. Network Heterogeneity

In our system model, the V2G network adopts a distributed structure, where several
distributed grid servers are interconnected via the consortium blockchain, and then each
grid server uniformly coordinates and manages multiple charging stations within a certain
regional scope. However, its real-world application will be faced with lots of challenges
due to the network heterogeneity.

• The application of smart grid and blockchain technology is still in the developmen-
tal stage. Many regions still employ centralized PKI architecture in their grid in-
frastructure, which needs to be gradually adjusted to accommodate the distributed
communication and energy transaction demands in a V2G network.

• In practical V2G networks, a significant portion of the purchased charging stations
come from third-parties. These charging stations, which originate from different
batches, possess varying hardware specifications, charging capacities, and commu-
nication interfaces. Therefore, they need to be individually registered and enrolled
in the grid server within the respective regions. The grid server then uniformly
allocates charging resources and manages communication protocols to ensure the
interoperability between different devices and the compatibility with V2G operations.
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7.1.2. Varying Computational Capabilities

The proposed scheme assumes that the grid server has strong computational capabili-
ties and resources, while the charging stations and electric vehicles each have a certain level
of computational capability, which is sufficient for conducting several cryptographic opera-
tions. In real-world scenarios, grid servers typically possess the required computational
capability. However, a vast array of different types of charging stations and electric vehicles
have varying computational capabilities. Although the proposed scheme has improved
the authentication procedures to reduce the computational burden on charging stations
and electric vehicles as much as possible, these entities may still encounter difficulties in
handling the computational load. In addition, EV users come to the charging station at
regular intervals or frequently or random in nature. If more numbers of EVs are coming
to the charging station at the same time, a scheduling problem occurs, which is due to
the dynamic participation of the EVs in the V2G network, therefore inevitably leading to
phenomena such as communication delays and reduced computational efficiency. This
paper has not adequately addressed the aforementioned challenges and plans to prioritize
them as future work.

7.1.3. Scalability

It is crucial to ensure that the proposed scheme is capable of accommodating an
expanding V2G network with the substantial number of verified vehicles and growing
transaction volumes. As illustrated in Table 3 and shown in Figure 5, by leveraging the
aggregate verification method, the computational cost of this scheme increases linearly
with the growing number of vehicles to be verified and transaction volume n, which means
that the time complexity is O(n). In addition, when large numbers of vehicles are arriving
at the charging station, the fine-grained access control technique [37] can be used, in which
the electric vehicles are arranged in the queue and priority is given to the first-come one,
thereby meeting the scalability requirements.

7.2. Potential Privacy Threats

As analyzed in Section 5, although our proposed scheme possesses certain security and
privacy-preserving features, specifically including message integrity, anonymity, unlinka-
bility, traceability, and resistance to common attacks, there still exists a range of potential
privacy compromises.

• This scheme assumes that the grid server and KGC are fully trusted entities, and
their compromise would pose severe security and privacy threats. Therefore, the grid
needs to strengthen security oversight of these entities, particularly guarding against
cyber–physical attacks or social engineering attacks.

• This scheme assumes that the negotiated key between the charging station and grid
server is transmitted through a secure channel. However, in actual scenarios, the
technology used in the communication between these two entities is often based on
wireless networks, making it susceptible to various eavesdropping techniques [38].
If the negotiated key is intercepted by attackers through an eavesdropping attack, it
may pose severe security risks. One feasible countermeasure is to periodically update
the negotiated key between these two entities.

• The EV connects to the charging station in the public area network, and the payment
is usually carried out through the mobile phone application, where the user’s private
data are susceptible to be stolen. In addition, although blockchain-based transactions
are anonymous, once associated with real identities, they may leak sensitive infor-
mation of individuals or organizations. In some cases, through techniques like deep
learning, it is possible for attackers to infer participants’ identities by analyzing their
transaction patterns or habits. The countermeasures against the above security and
privacy challenges require further research.
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8. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a privacy-preserving and efficient cross-domain authen-
tication scheme for V2G networks in a smart grid based on consortium blockchain and
certificateless signature technology. We adopted elliptic curve cryptography and the UTXO
mechanism as the backbone, and systematically presented the detailed process of this
scheme. In the aspect of security, the proposed work simultaneously achieves message
integrity, anonymity, unlinkability, traceability, as well as resistance to common attacks
through a theoretical analysis, thus satisfying the security requirements for V2G networks.
As for efficiency, the scheme precludes complex cryptographic operations like bilinear
pairing and map-to-point hash function operations. Furthermore, in the scenario of ag-
gregated verification, the charging station aggregates signatures from multiple vehicles
and submits them to the grid server for unified verification, thereby reducing redundant
computational overhead and further improving the performance on computation efficiency.
Therefore, the proposed cross-domain, certificateless, and consortium-blockchain-based
authentication method proves to be a comparatively secure and efficient scheme suitable
for V2G applications in the smart grid.
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